[Reactions of hippocampal neurons at different stages of rat avoidance conditioning].
The electrophysiological responses of neurons were compared in hippocampal slices from rats acquired and not acquired the passive avoidance reaction after the same conditioning procedure. Associative conditioning was accompanied by a gradual increase in the amplitude of the population spike evoked in CA1 area by stimulation of Schaffer collaterals. However, after reaching the learning criterion, the population spike significantly decreased. These phenomena were observed only at low (not maximal) intensities of test stimuli. After reaching the learning criterion, the paired-pulse facilitation was significantly higher in the slices prepared from the well-learned animals as compared with other groups (those having not reached the learning criterion, passive and active control). The obtained evidence validates the hypothesis that the observed intergroup differences stem from modifications of synaptic efficacy and suggests that after behavioral acquisition, plasticity induced by associative learning was substituted by other mechanisms probably related with declarative memory formation.